Class Teacher is available immediately
Permanent, full time positions
Starting immediately

Forest House Waldorf School is a small and developing school initiated in 2013 by a group of parents who wanted Waldorf Education for their children. Our campus is situated near Sai Kung fishing village, close to the Sai Kung Country Park and the beautiful Hong Kong coastline.

Forest House Waldorf School is part of the International Forum for Steiner Education and affiliated with Steiner Education, Australia.

Currently, the school consists of almost 80 local and international students, from Class 1 to Class 6.

Teaching staff includes Six experienced Waldorf qualified class teachers; one subject support teacher; three Chinese language teachers, and three administration staff.

We are excited to invite a trained and experienced Waldorf class teacher to join us as our enrolment grows.

We are aware of how the current political environment may give potential candidates pause in considering coming to Hong Kong. However, the living conditions are as safe as ever, as our teaching team can attest. In fact, children and families benefit tremendously from being guided by dedicated Waldorf teachers.

We are looking for expression of interest from someone who has a love for children and community building, a passion for curriculum formation and innovation, a dedication to collaborative working and innovation, and a taste for foreign customs and culture.

Basic qualifications:

- Strong or native English proficiency
- An undergraduate degree and certificate in Waldorf teaching
- Experience of taking a group of children through a full cycle (grades 1 to 6 or 8) optional but highly desirable

Applicants should demonstrate:

- Interest and commitment in new school development following Steiner methodology
● Have deep interest in children and their development  
● Strong communications and interpersonal skills - approachable for students, parents & colleagues  
● Creative, innovative and enthusiastic  
● Adaptability to living in a cosmopolitan setting

We invite applicants to send a cover letter, biography, resume and references to Principal of Forest House Waldorf school at hr@foresthouse.edu.hk.